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tiny bobbles  

 

 

 

 

 

black is color’s best friend.  nothing makes a rainbow of colors pop like a solid black canvas behind them.  

vintage design is my best friend.  this vintage inspired look is simple to crochet,  but still feminine and 

elegant….not to mention cute ^^ 

 

dimensions:  diameter at base approx. 3 ¼”     height approx 4”     width approx. 3 ¾” 

yarn suggestion:  Lion Brand Wool Ease, 1 ball each color;  MC = Black  A = Cranberry (red)  C = Gold 

(yellow)  D = Avocado (green)  F = Violet (purple).  1 ball each Patons Classic Wool; B = Paprika (orange)  

E = Peacock (blue)      

(I used a mix of worsted weight yarns for this project, yarn suggestions do not reflect all the yarns used 

in my project.) 

gauge:  18 sc x 18 rows = 4” using US size G (4mm) hook 

bobble:  *insert hook in sc and pull up one loop, YO and pull through that loop only* repeat 3 times 

more (4 times total,) YO and pull through all 5 loops on hook, one bobble made 

notes:  the first st of every round is worked in the same st as the joining sl st; for example: 

“rnd 2:  2sc in each sc around , join with sl st to first sc – 12sc” 

the round would start with 2sc in the same sc as the joining sl st from the previous round 
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bag: 

rnd 1: with size G 4mm hook, ch4 join in 1
st

 ch to form ring, 6 sc in ring, join with sl st to first sc, ch1 – 6sc 

rnd 2:  2sc in each sc around , join with sl st to first sc – 12sc 

rnd 3:  *sc in next 2 sc, 2sc in next sc* repeat 4 times join with sl st – 16sc 

rnd 4:  *sc in next sc, 2sc in next sc* repeat 8 times join – 24sc 

rnd 5:  *sc in next 3 sc, 2sc in next sc* repeat 6 times, join with sl st to first sc, ch1 - 30sc 

rnd 6:  *sc in next 4 sc, 2sc in next sc* repeat 6 times, join with sl st to first sc, ch1 – 36sc 

rnd 7:  *sc in next 5 sc, 2sc in next sc* repeat 6 times, join with sl st to first sc, ch1 – 42sc 

rnd 8:  *sc in next 6 sc, 2sc in next sc* repeat 6 times, join with sl st to first sc, ch1 – 48sc 

rnd 9: sc in back loop of each sc around, join – 48sc 

rnds 10-11: sc in each sc around, join with sl st in 1
st

 sc, ch1 

rnd 12: sc in next 3 sc, *work bobble with A, with MC sc in next 7 sc* repeat for colors B,C,D and E; work 

bobble with F, with MC sc in next 4 sc, join with sl st in 1
st

 sc, ch1 

rnds 13-14: sc in each sc around, join with sl st in 1
st

 sc, ch1 

rnd 15: *work bobble with A, with MC sc in next 7 sc* repeat for each color, join with sl st in 1
st

 bobble, 

ch1 

rnds 16-17: sc in each sc around, join with sl st in 1
st

 sc, ch1 

rnd 18: sc in next 4 sc, *work bobble with B, with MC sc in next 7 sc* repeat for colors C, D, E, and F; 

work bobble with A, with MC sc in next 3 sc, join with sl st in 1
st 

sc, ch 1 

rnds 19-20: sc in each sc around, join with sl st in 1
st

 sc, ch1
      

rnd 21: sc in next 2 sc, *work bobble with B, with MC sc in next 7 sc* repeat for colors C, D, E, and F; 

work bobble with A, with MC sc in next 5 sc, join with sl st in 1
st

 sc, ch1 

rnds 22-23: sc in each sc around, join with sl st in 1
st

 sc, ch1 

rnd 24: sc in same sc as sl st and in next 6 sc, *work bobble with C, with MC sc in next 7 sc* repeat for 

colors D, E, F, and A; work bobble with B,  join with sl st in 1
st

 sc, ch1 

rnds 25-26:  sc in each sc around, join with sl st in 1
st

 sc, ch1 
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rnd 27: sc in same sc as sl st and in next 2 sc, *work bobble with C, with MC sc in next 7 sc* repeat for 

colors D, E, F, and A; work bobble with B, with MC sc in next 4 sc, join with sl st in 1
st

 sc, ch1 

rnds 28-29: sc in each sc around, join with sl st in 1
st

 sc, ch1 

rnd 30:  with C work bobble in same sc as sl st, sc in next 7 sc* repeat for each color around, join with sl 

st in 1
st

 bobble, fasten off and weave in all ends 

 

finishing: 

cut approx. 2 yds of MC and fold in half.  attach to a safety pin and pin in place somewhere secure, twist 

yarn until it becomes extremely twisted.  thread twisted yarn onto a tapestry needle and place needle at 

mid point of yarn.  put ends of yarn together and pull gently on needle, letting yarn twist on itself, 

becoming a cord.  knot loose end gently, being careful not to pull too tightly.  with RS facing, count over 

5 sc to the left of any bobble and thread cord through that sc to the back, pulling all but 6 or so inches 

through.  count over 3 sc left of next bobble and  thread cord through that sc to the front of the work. 

repeat this process all the way around.  Cut cord off tapestry needle and unknot other side of cord; tie 

the two together making a tight knot leaving 5- 6” for the strap.  trim ends of strap knot. 

 


